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Working with any 
good Buyers?

What if you sold ONE 
more a month than 

you are now?



Why Buyers can be GOOD – THE MINDSET of someone who 
SELLS BUYERS.

Finding and Qualifying Buyers 

How not to scare them off/qualify them OUT too soon 
unless you are trying to CULL your Buyers on Purpose

The 4 CRITICAL Questions to start with... So you can SELL!

How to build TRUST

Who the entire Course is for. It may NOT be you or 
your Buyers agents… 

What we will cover today

it’s a Balance



and the 
PERFECT 
PRODUCT



Buying has NEVER been a better investment than it is Right Now.



I am here to tell you… it’s not your fault. 
And… I have solutions that will work. 



You may have heard:
“ ”  - or  - “
And I wholeheartedly agree. But when you can’t find listings…

For this time together, let’s agree to be MORE INTERESTED
in the Advantages, Methods and Benefits 

of working with BUYERS. Because you are all doing it…

Agreed?



Advantages & Benefits of Buyers
Prequalified Buyers Today… can be a SALE Today

1. With income in a short time. 

2. Need $$ right NOW?  … A Buyer is closer to that $

Buyer Lead Inventory
1. Followed-up and followed THROUGH = easy sale when 

they want to buy!
2. Low stress & pressure to start 90% of the time.
3. Most people you meet WILL buy something, someday!

Schedule/Timing
1. Listings, once hired are 24/7… you are always on call
2. Buyers can be handled, with time OFF after

Buyers show off “your product” for easy 
referring

1. To others every time they bring someone HOME!
2. Sellers leave the product when you sell it…

Buyers are PLENTIFUL
1. You can find them Easily and Quickly… NOW!



Where to Buyers

Sign Calls
Listed Properties –your listings or offer to handle 
another agents’ sign calls for a flat or referral fee

Networking/ Netweaving
“What’s in it for YOU/THEM” 

Open Houses
I know Agents making over $400k year with 

ONLY open house leads. 

Listing Agents
That don't want them & will refer or GIVE to you

Facebook Page/Ads or Google Ads
Post listings to get buyer leads

Your Database 
Repeat and referral business is yours… if you ask

Cold Call
I have a house to sell… do you know a buyer?

FSBO's
They only need 1 buyer… and will often give you the ones 
that don't want their house… (for a fair trade).

Self-Marketing
Wear your Nametag ALL THE TIME, give out X cards a 
day as part of your plan --- to EVERYONE; Marketing 
Materials with your contact info (pens, calendars, 
notepads, etc.)

Buy them??
There are many online providers via monthly fee, a per 
lead fee, or a % of closed deals. Slippery slope…



So what 
IS it you 
want to 
do 
around 
Buyers?

Stop wasting time showing and they don’t buy

Find more of them

Cull out more of them faster

Get their offers accepted

Get more referrals from them

Get listings from having them

Learn more about my market area by showing them homes

Learn more about my market area by previewing for them

Teach them better upfront so they are able to BUY in this 
market rather than just look offer and fail to buy



How about:
GET THE MAGIC 

FORMULA THAT GETS 80% 
of your offers Accepted

Would you like that?



Breakout
What your biggest Goals and Challenges around 

working with Buyers right now?

You have 2 minutes each. Take notes about what 
your partner says. Be ready to report back.



They Call on a Property

Show Energy, Enthusiasm and PASSION about your business.   
And… Find out what info they want and Give It to them!

Don’t beat around the bush (as many agents are taught to do…)
It’s OK to ask 1 or 2 Questions while you are getting it pulled up…
“Just pulling up that property now…” 
THEN IMMEDIDATELY FOLLOW THE NEXT 2 STEPS
#1 - Give them what they want in a reasonable time!
$2 –Immediately Follow with a Question
Is that the size/area/price you’re looking for?
-- YOU might think a big yard is great 
but they may want NO yard. Curiosity is KING here.

“That’s a GREAT property!” 

No Assuming Allowed 



OK… So you’ve got a Buyer Lead

Scaring them off.

Qualifying them OUT too early.

However, you also don’t want to
Waste your time working an unqualified lead.

…So what DO you do?

There are 3 Common Mistakes Agents make at this point…. 



- Dr. Maria Nemeth 



Data = Power
Make a Fair Trade

Contact Info  with a “fair trade.” 

What do they want that you can offer as a fair trade? 

Hint: it’s not being set up on an “auto email”…



Develop TRUST
Before “selling” we must effectively build TRUST  

and trust takes time…

Darn…



Think About It…
If someone introduced themselves to you… 

Began asking incredibly personal questions…

Asked you to commit to working with them 

and them ALONE…

…before you even KNEW them…

WHAT
WOULD
YOU
DO?



DO: Use the Trust Triangle



DO Use The “Initial 4 Questions" 

1. Do you have an Agent that I can copy this info to for you? 
1. Find out… not for the purpose of qualifying them OUT, but for a reason that would 

HELP them. If they have an agent and they aren’t doing the job, you’ll show them 
your professionalism and they may come back to you.

2. How long have you been looking for a property & have you seen any 
you really liked? 
1. If Yes: why didn’t you buy that one?
2. You may also ask why they aren’t working with the agent that showed them 

before… You can learn a lot from that question.

3. Why is NOW the right time to be buying a property? 
1. Must be quiet and listen to the answer - COVER YOUR MOUTH IF NEEDED

4. Will you be paying Cash or financing the property purchase? 
1. Not: "have you been prequalified by a lender" - Yes we ask that, but NOT YET. 

The Questions to Ask Before ANYTHING Else!



DO be something they WANT
to work with:

Who do we all WANT to work with?

• With Market Knowledge

• Who Knows The Numbers

• Who WOW’s THEM 

• With Good Advice

• Who proves they 
are Trustworthy

Someone…



Do be someone with strong 
Market Knowledge

Smaller area/Know well = Expert = Easy sales (if you missed it, 
check out my call on Niching)

Large area/General knowledge = Low 
Confidence/Professionalism = Less success

We must know the area they want to buy in.  WELL. 



Preview like CRAZY 
Areas/price ranges you want to work. Nothing excites a potential buyer than finding an 
agent that KNOWS about homes they may want. 

Market Statistics 
Study them and be able to quote them backwards and forwards. 

CMA’s
Practice and test yourself. How close were your predictions? When you get good, your 
confidence SOARS! What was the peak? What was the bottom? Where are we now? 
Knowing values of the past, the present and trends is what Buyers want. 

STUDY 5 hours a week for 5 weeks
• In your smaller area and you WILL know… and not be guessing.
• Buyers sense your confidence and want to hire you – the EXPERT.
• An hour a week thereafter could be enough to keep it there.

…with your market knowledge. 



Buyers want someone that Knows the Numbers. 

This is most likely the LARGEST financial transaction they will do In Their Lifetime.   
You can’t “wing it” and expect a waiting line of buyers’ referrals…

Build Confidence

WOW them with your 
# Knowledge of 
Dollars:

WOW them with your 
# Knowledge of 

Basic Tax Benefits:

What is the mortgage 
interest deduction?

What benefits are there 
in real estate investing? 

How much down & 
how much a 
month? 

What if rate is 
.25% higher/lower 
what effect 
REALLY is that?

We will learn a lot more about this in the Class. 



For goodness sake
DO Give Good Advice

Your clients hire you, in part, for your OPINION

You must know enough to give it with Authority…
WOW them with your

CONFIDENT & INFORMED OPINION

They want someone who knows what to do…and not 
afraid to give good advice!



Do Know the Magic Formula that 
get GOOD OFFERS accepted!

Buyer Education + Motivation + 
Preparation + Being willing to be FIRST 

IN LINE TO SAY NO + Carefully 
Educating the Buyers Agent + Pulling 

on Emotions of the SELLER

= Accepted offers MOST of the time



What’s next? Create YOURE 
UNIQUE Magic Formula and sell 

MORE BUYERS FASTER

And so much more!

How to work the Magic Formula!



Watch your Email for Class Offer
When are the classes?

First one will post by Month end. YES, you CAN join me live, 
but you do not have to. Take it when the time works for YOU. 

More info when you commit. 

What does it cost? 

Check your e-mail for the link 
later today! Questions

Buyers@YourCoachingMatters.com

PUBLIC Discount Today
Normal Published Price 

Private. Coaching 
Clients 55% OFF 

= $313.65

NOTE – As always - FREE audit if you took 
it before, only $49 to retake live!

mailto:Buyers@YourCoachingMatters.com


Where to find Buyers 

Plus how to recognizing the Danger Signs

from buyers you don’t want.

Follow-up System 

How to create one that works!

100% qualify 

Both for motivation & financially

Buyers Presentation

How to create/perform one that results in COMMITMENT

Create URGENCY 

How to get Buyers to Act Now

Show Buyers

A method to avoid wasting time 

Better Offers 

By using CMA’s, Stats, & Creating BRAGGING RIGHTS

Buyers are NOT liars 

They just don’t have enough information 

Deep 5 Why’s exercise

WHY is a powerful question. 

Tell The Truth

When it’s OK to tell them if it’s better to rent… Tell the 
truth and earn referrals and respect.

Minimum Standards

You DON’T “have to” work with everyone

GRATEFUL for the Problems

Challenges are WHY they need us. Embrace them and look 
at them at the “job security” they are. The secret about 
problems… 

Creating a smooth transaction

Buying/Selling a home is Stressful. It’s NORMAL they are 
stressed. It’s NOT normal that YOU are stressed.

The Entire Course Teaches

PLUS: 10 ways to get YOUR OFFER ACCEPTED when competing!


